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Roy, Lauren 

From: Blanch, Belinda on behalf of Adjudication 

Sent: Friday, 18 April 2008 524 PM 

To: Chisholm, Shane; Roy, Lauren 

Subject: FW: eBay International AG lodged an exclusive dealing notification 
[SEC=UNCLASSI FIED] 

Categories: SEC=UNCLASSIFIED 

ACCC Classification: SEC=UNCLASSIFIED 

From: Justin Greeves [mailto EXCLUDED FROM 
Sent: Friday, 18 April 2008 3: 
To: Adjudication 

PUBLIC REGISTER 

subject: eBay International AG lodged an exclusive dealing notification 

I wish to lodge a formal complaint in relation to the ebay request. I do not want to be subject to what is an 
attempt to force people to use a service to generate more moeny. I do not wish to be locked into a form of 
payment that in the end they have full controll over. It has been raised in the past that Paypal have suspened 
peoples accounts for no reason other than "suspect activity". If forced into using their service you will be at 
their mercy. 

I do not offer paypal for Australian residents as it is an incured cost to use the service. It is also much easier 
in this day and age for people to use their own internet banking to make the payment. 

Please do not allow paypal to for consumers to do trasnaction the way they want as it would potentialy stop 
another payment service if one should arrise from being able to enter the market. 

I like having flexible payment options and to be forced into 1 form of payment is not right. It's not as if I have 
much choice as they are the biggest and most popular auction service, the other servics currenlty on the 
market just do not have the following to reach end consumers. As such they are using their current market 
dominece to force people to use their "other" services. If they are unable to force paypal as a payment option 
I do belive they will raise their standard ebay fees again to compensate for forcasted earnings that would have 
been generated if they were able to go ahead with forced paypal. 

Please take this into consideration when making a final ruling. 

Regards Justin 


